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Slade Green Goes Marching On!

Text and photos by Community Critic Dani Tagen
Typography by Gaile Pranckunaite

Design troupe Post-Workers Theatre have teamed up with the Slade Green Knights to explore the importance of grassroots football in the area.
I first heard about Slade Green through a friend who had lived in Thamesmead for a long time. When he heard that I was going to visit he said: "Have you ever been to Slade Green?" "No." "Be ready, it's a dangerous place... a s***hole."

When I was moving to Thamesmead, everyone said the same thing. And yet here I am; happy, safe and still enjoying myself 3 years on. But this introduction to Slade Green made me really curious about the area. So, I decided not to do any research, not look at pictures, not even use Google Maps to sneak peek my way out of the train station before I arrived — something I love doing before going somewhere new. I wanted, as much as possible, to have my own take of the place.

My meeting was set at the Corner Pin, a pub about a 10 minute walk from the station. I was meeting with Post-Workers Theatre (PWT), a group that share narratives of hope and resistance through performance and play. They introduced me to their project 'Slade Green Goes Marching On!' in which they are working with the Slade Green Knights football team to create new chants.

I really like this idea for two main reasons. Firstly, it's about looking at culture that already exists in the community without imposing an idea of what culture is. Most culture-related projects that bring outsiders to a community, tend to have an idea of what culture means and what that community is missing. With 'Slade Green Goes Marching On!', Post-Workers Theatre is committed to understanding the needs of the community and then reflecting those needs in the lyrics.

The second reason is that PWT is not afraid of putting themselves in a position where the community might not like the songs. When I asked about that, they said that if the community doesn't like the chants they write, they can change the lyrics. They can create their own chants or do nothing if they don't think they are useful. Their aim is to facilitate cohesion and a sense of belonging. I think this is beautiful because, in a way, the project has no room for failure. If the community refutes the chants created by PWT, they are already getting together and deciding on something; this will be a strong sign of unity and a new conversation will be triggered anyway.

PWT chants talk about the issues in the area like housing, the state of their football pitch and the lack of a kitchen in the football hut. They interviewed local people and used quotes as a base for new lyrics, whilst the tunes are based on the history of football chants in the UK.
Their first presentation was at the local football pitch where kids were training, on a sunny Saturday morning. They arrived unannounced, without any introduction and started singing the chants with a microphone and a couple of drums. People — the kids, their families and the coaches — didn’t pay much attention at the beginning but slowly I could see their curiosity increasing as they started to make sense of the lyrics. FWT then moved about on the pitch, trying to get as much attention as possible. But when their microphone/amp stopped working, they carried on singing and shouting, and something magical happened: the kids that had just finished training came over and asked if they could play the drums. This was all FWT needed: a way in, a spark to ignite the connection. As soon as the kids took over the drums and joined the song, the adults got closer as well and everyone on the pitch had a smile on their faces. FWT took the opportunity to open the invitation for their next performance, which would take place the following Saturday at the same place with the added bonus of burgers and drinks at the Corner Pin pub afterwards.

The best part for me was when a lady, a neighbour of the football pitch, came out into her back garden and cheered the singing. That to me showed a sense of community and engagement, an acknowledgement that someone is saying something relevant.

In the end, my impression is that Slade Green is not a s***hole. It’s a place where local residents still feel connected to one another, enough to come out of their houses to cheer a chant about their local issues. It is funny how people that live in places with a bad reputation sometimes like to say bad things about other places, as if saying somewhere else is worse makes them feel a bit prouder of their own s***hole. The reverse effect of ‘the grass is always greener,’ I guess.

Throughout the 2022–23 season Post-Workers Theatre, supported by Three Rivers, will be performing a series of new football chants, co-written with players, supporters and community members in Slacks Green that address some of the issues facing the Knights, from not having a kitchen in their clubhouse to losing their historic ground, The Small Glen.
Glory Glory Slade Green Knights!

Glory Glory Slade Green Knights!
Glory Glory Slade Green Knights!
Glory Glory Slade Green Knights!
As the Knights march ON ON ON!

The small Glen used to be a very happy place. We had a
stadium. Oh that pitch was simply ace! Erith cup games
were the best we ever had.
As the Knights march ON ON ON!

Glory Glory Slade Green Knights!
Glory Glory Slade Green Knights!
Glory Glory Slade Green Knights!
As the Knights march ON ON ON!
Now the small Glen's overgrown and it's so sad.
We lost the beating heart, our community once had.
For 18 years we tried to buy our stadium back.
But they just kept saying NO, NO, NO!

Glory Glory Slade Green Knights!
Glory Glory Slade Green Knights!
As the Knights march ON ON ON!

Even though we're playing on uneven ground.
The New Knights keep fighting for our ground.
No matter what the other teams will try to say,
Slade's green knights are here to STAY STAY STAY!

Glory Glory Slade Green Knights!
Glory Glory Slade Green Knights!
Glory Glory Slade Green Knights!
As the Knights march ON ON ON!

The field we use costs 7 grand a year to play.
Before we start we have to clear 3600 square feet away.
The council only let us use the grass three times a year.
But we're strong and we're still HERE HERE HERE!

Glory Glory Slade Green Knights!
Glory Glory Slade Green Knights!
Glory Glory Slade Green Knights!
As the Knights march ON ON ON!

We want a council that matches our footballing pride.
But all they do is build houses far away.
It feels as though they've taken everything away.
The Proud Knights are here to STAY STAY STAY!

Glory Glory Slade Green Knights!
Glory Glory Slade Green Knights!
As the Knights march ON ON ON!

(Repeat Chorus x 2)